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Why Tax Salience?

• Great example of a fundamentally obvious “behavioral” behavior.
• Price tags in the U.S. are lies!
• Unsurprising basic insight: “lying to people misleads them.”
• And yet: behavior badly violates assumption of full optimization.

• Central papers in the literature.
• CLK in a meaningful way kick-started behavioral PF.
• Directly motivated many papers, indirectly influenced many more.

• Paved the way for “behavioral sufficient statistics” approaches.
• In my opinion: very productive way forward in behavioral PF.
• Now extending well beyond public econ.



Tax Incidence with Salience Effects

• Central assumption of neoclassical model: taxes are equivalent to prices
( dx

dt = dx
dp )

• In practice, are people fully aware of marginal tax rates?

• Chetty, Looney, and Kroft (2009) test this assumption and generalize
theory to allow for salience effects

• Part 1: Test whether “salience” (visibility of tax-inclusive price) affects
behavioral responses to commodity taxation
• Does effect of a tax on demand depend on whether it is included in posted

price?

• Part 2: Develop formulas for incidence and efficiency costs of taxation
that permit salience effects and other optimization errors



Chetty et al.: Empirical Framework

• Economy with two goods, x and y

• Prices: Normalize the price of y to 1 and let p denote the (fixed) pretax
price of x .

• Taxes: y untaxed, x subject to an ad valorem sales tax τ (not included in
posted price)

• Tax-inclusive price of x is q = (1 + τ)p

• Let demand for good x be denoted by x(p, τ)



Chetty et al.: Empirical Framework
• If agents optimize fully, demand should only depend on the total

tax-inclusive price: x(p, τ) = x((1 + τ)p,0)

• Full optimization implies price elasticity equals gross-of-tax elasticity:

εx,p ≡ −
∂ log x
∂ log p

= εx,1+τS ≡ −
∂ log x

∂ log(1 + τ)

• To test this hypothesis, log-linearize demand fn. x(p, τ) to obtain
estimating equation:

log x(p, τ) = α+ β log p + θβ log(1 + τ)

• θ measures degree to which agents under-react to the tax:

θ =
∂ log x

∂ log(1 + τ)
/
∂ log x
∂ log p

=
εx,1+τ

εx,p



Chetty et al.: Two Empirical Strategies
Two strategies to estimate θ:

1. Manipulate tax salience: make sales tax as visible as pre-tax price

• Effect of intervention on demand:

v = log x((1 + τ)p, 0)− log x(p, τ)

• Compare to effect of equivalent price increase to estimate θ:

(1− θ) = − v
εx,p log(1 + τ)

2. Manipulate tax rate: compare εx,p and εx,1+τ

θ = εx,1+τ/εx,p



Chetty et al.: Strategy 1

• Experiment manipulating salience of sales tax implemented at a
supermarket that belongs to a major grocery chain

• 30% of products sold in store are subject to sales tax

• Posted tax-inclusive prices on shelf for subset of products subject to sales
tax (7.375% in this city)

• Data: Scanner data on price and weekly quantity sold by product
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Chetty et al.: Research Design

• Quasi-experimental difference-in-differences

• Treatment group:

• Products: Cosmetics, Deodorants, and Hair Care Accessories

• Store: One large store in Northern California

• Time period : 3 weeks (February 22, 2006 – March 15, 2006)

• Control groups:

• Products: Other prods. in same aisle (toothpaste, skin care, shave)

• Stores: Two nearby stores similar in demographic characteristics

• Time period : Calendar year 2005 and first 6 weeks of 2006



Experimental results



Documenting Salience Mechanism

• Concern with posting tax inclusive prices: may have influenced behavior
through various channels besides salience

• Common problem in field experiments termed “Hawthorne effects”

• Potential issues with left digit bias

• Even if θ isn’t fully understood, it is clear that non-integrated taxes
generate less behavioral response



Chetty et al.: Strategy 2

• Compare effects of price changes and tax changes

• Alcohol subject to two state-level taxes in the U.S.:

• Excise tax: included in price

• Sales tax: added at register, not shown in posted price

• Exploiting state-level changes in these two taxes, estimate θ

• Addresses concern that experiment may have induced a Hawthorne effect



Experimental results
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Model set-up

Consumer choice (will say more about θ on next slide)
• Unit demand for good x , sold at posted price p and sales tax t
• Spend the rest on (untaxed) numeraire
• Utility U = Z − (p + t)1x + 1xv (assuming quasilinear for now)

• Purchase x if v ≥ p + θt , where 1− θ is the degree of underreaction to the tax

• Homogeneity assumption (for now): θ is homogeneous

• D(p, t) := demand for x



Assumptions

Assumptions for welfare analysis (application of Bernheim and Rangel 2009)
1. Utility depends only on the final consumption bundle
2. Consumers optimize perfectly in the absence of taxes
3. Consumers optimize perfectly in the presence of taxes

What is “θ”?
• Under the two assumptions (plus homogoeneity): θ = Dt/Dp

• θ 6= 1 may arise from, e.g., inattention, imperfect perception, incorrect
beliefs, rounding heuristics, etc.



Source: Hines Jr. (1998)





Efficiency cost of taxation

Proposition: Suppose producer prices are fixed (εS,p =∞). For a smooth
demand curve D(p, t), and a small tax t :

EB(t) ≈ −1
2

t2θDt(p, t)

= −1
2

t2θD(p, t)
εD,t

p + t

= −1
2

t2D(p, t)
εD,t

p + t
Dt(p, t)
Dp(p, t)



Implications

• The less people pay attention to the tax, the lower the deadweight loss
• Basic intuition: EB is welfare loss due to the distortion the tax creates by

forcing consumers with (1 + τ)p ≥ v > p to not purchase product
• Consumers for whom (1 + θτ)p ≥ v > p are a subset

• The deadweight loss is precisely quantified via the “generalized demand
curve”: D(p, t)

Summary:
• Can redo basic Harberger Triangle analysis allowing individuals to

misattend to the tax.
• Can implement in a “sufficient statistics” framework, where easily

measurable parameters allow you to talk about excess burden.
• Basic implication from analysis: lack of salience is good.

• Not so fast...
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Question:

1. Do you buy the conclusion? Are non-salient taxes good?
2. What is this model leaving out?



Roadmap

1. Impact of (homogeneous) salience on deadweight loss.
• Chetty, Looney, and Kroft (2009)

2. Importance of heterogeneity.
• Taubinsky and Rees-Jones (2018)

3. Regressivity of tax salience’s effects.
• Goldin and Homonoff (2013)



Motivating agenda for this paper

Growing evidence that people can be inattentive to, or misinformed about,
not-fully-salient or complex financial incentives

– E.g., Sales taxes (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009); Electronic tolls (Finkelstein 2009);
Overdraft fees (Stango and Zinman 2015); Shipping and handling fees (Hossain and Morgan
2006); Health insurance (Abaluck and Gruber 2011; Handel and Kolstad 2015); Energy costs of
appliances (Allcott and Wozny 2014)

Most existing literature: how big is the mistake, on average?
– Implications obtained by assuming “representative agent”

This paper: Understanding variability of the mistakes is crucial
1. How do mistakes vary across consumers?

2. How do mistakes vary across incentives?

Concrete setting: Not fully salient sales taxes
– But basic lessons about the importance of accounting for mistake variation apply

more broadly



Summary of results

Theory:

1. Sufficient statistics formulas showing that variation in underreaction
significantly increases efficiency costs

2. Welfare not identified from aggregate demand curves without
representative agent assumption =⇒ need richer experimental designs

Experimental results on variation in underreaction:

1. Significant heterogeneity in underreaction at any tax rate
– Variance increases deadweight loss estimates by > 200% compared to

“representative behavioral agent” benchmark

2. Attention to taxes is increasing with the size of the tax rate
– Tripling current US tax rates doubles attentiveness to the taxes



Theory



Model set-up

• Two goods: y (numeraire) and x (taxed good)

• x sold at price p, and additional tax t (on consumers)

• Price-taking firm chooses supply S of x to maximize profits ps − c(S)

– FOC: p = c′(S)



Model set-up: Demand

Consumer choice (will say more about θ on next slide)
• Unit demand for good x , spend spend the rest on (untaxed) numeraire
• Utility U = Z − (p + t)1x + 1xv (assuming quasilinear for presentation)

• Purchase x if v ≥ p + θt , where 1− θ is the degree of underreaction to the tax

• Arbitrary type distribution F (v , θ|t)
• D(p, t) := demand for x



Assumptions

Assumptions for welfare analysis (application of Bernheim and Rangel 2009)
1. Utility depends only on the final consumption bundle
2. Consumers optimize perfectly in the absence of taxes

– See Appendix for more general formulas

3. Consumers optimize perfectly in the presence of taxes

What is “θ”?
• Under the two assumptions: θi =

pmax
i (0)−pmax

i (t)
t

– Where pmax
i (t) is the highest pre-tax price at which consumer i buys

– θ = 0.25, for example, implies that $1 sales tax has same impact as a $0.25
tax included in the posted price

• θ 6= 1 may arise from, e.g., inattention, imperfect perception, incorrect
beliefs, rounding heuristics, etc.



Efficiency costs from small taxes

Proposition: For a small tax t (terms O(t3) negligible):

EB(t) ≈ −1
2

t2


Chetty et al. (2009)︷ ︸︸ ︷

E [θ|p, t ] d
dt

D(p(t), t)+

New︷ ︸︸ ︷
Var [θ|p, t ] ∂

∂p
D(p, t)|p=p(t)



Intuition: Heterogeneous mistakes⇒ consumers purchasing the good are
not the ones who value it the most⇒ inefficient allocation

Corollary: Even when equilibrium quantity doesn’t change because supply is
inelastic (εS,p = 0), still have efficiency costs EB(t) ≈ Var(θ|p, t) ∂∂p D.

More generally, salient taxes better whenever Var(θ) > 0 and supply inelastic
relative to demand
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Channels of distortion with pre-existing taxes

EB(t2,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft1) = [EB(t2,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct distortion effects

+ [EB(t1,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Endog. attention distortion effects

• Will start with first channel (distortions with exogenous misreaction)

• Then will incorporate second channel (endogeneity of misreaction)



Efficiency costs with exogenous misreaction

Proposition: Suppose that Ft does not depend on t. Then

d
dt

EB(t ,Ft) = −E [θ|p, t ]t d
dt

D(p(t), t)− Var [θ|p, t ]tDp(p(t), t)

• As before, (conditional) mean and variance determine efficiency costs

• Formula holds with exact equality: Variance term is not just a
consequence of second-order approximations

An aside: Lessons for corrective taxation
• Not-fully-salient taxes are not good pigouvian instruments when supply is

inelastic and Var [θ] is high

• But good when supply is elastic and Var [θ] is low
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Tax-dependent misreaction

EB(t2,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft1) = [EB(t2,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct distortion effects

+ [EB(t1,Ft2)− EB(t1,Ft1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Endog. attention distortion effects

Under technical assumptions, extra costs from changing attention are

t2Dp
d
dt

E [θ2|p, t ]



The need for new empirical designs

Importance of variation in θ implies that aggregate demand data, D(p, t), is
not sufficient for measuring welfare implications

– Dt/Dp identifies E [θ|p, t ], but says nothing about variances

– Formal identification result established as series of theorems in appendix

=⇒We design a new within-subject experiment to measure variation in θ



Experimental Design



Introduction to design

• Online experiment with demographically diverse sample (N = 2998) from
the 45 states with positive sales taxes

– Approximates US population on basic demographics
– Panel provided by ClearVoice Market Research

• Series of real purchase decisions about common household products
– 20 products selected from a pretest of 80; not tax-exempt

- Batteries, bath mat, Febreze, bath towels, laundry hamper, etc.

Caveats
1. Representativeness of sample
2. External validity: Not a completely natural shopping environment
3. Short-run or long-run differences in underreaction?



Experimental conditions



Decisions

• For each of twenty household products, use slider to select highest “tag
price" (before-tax price) at which would buy the product

– If product sold to person at tag price p, total amount paid is p(1 + τ), where
τ is tax rate

• Incentive compatibility ensured with the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak
mechanism (BDM)

– Product’s actual tag price randomly determined
– Given $20 budget for each decision (only one decision selected at random to

count)
– If respondent was willing to buy product at randomly chosen tag price, price

was deducted from budget and product was shipped
– Unspent portion of $20 budget is kept by the respondent

Subject comprehension tested with quiz questions, and final sample consists
only of subjects who pass



BDM slider for tax conditions



BDM slider for no tax condition



Advantages and disadvantages of elicitation method

Advantage: Yields direct, non-parametric estimates of average θ

• E
[

1
tax rate ·

p2nd stage−p1st stage
p1st stage

]
= E [θ]

– In actual empirical implementation, also use the “no tax” arm to control for any other
possible systematic differences between 1st stage and 2nd stage

Disadvantage: The bidding-like mechanism is weird and at times confusing



Results



Stage 1, before-tax price



Stage 1, after-tax price



Stage 2



Average underreaction for standard and triple taxes

Table: Estimates of average θ by condition
(1)
All

(2)
p2 ≥ 1

(3)
p2 ≥ 5

Std. tax avg. θ 0.261** 0.250*** 0.226**
(0.111) (0.095) (0.094)

Triple tax avg. θ 0.481*** 0.475*** 0.535***
(0.045) (0.039) (0.041)

Observations 59960 58478 32810
Difference p-val 0.03 0.01 < 0.001

Notes: Cluster-robust (by subject) standard errors in parentheses. Significance * 0.1 ** 0.05 ***
0.01



Higher attention to taxes on higher priced products?

Table: Estimates of average θ by p2 bin (p2 ≤ 5, 5 < p2 ≤ 10, p2 > 10)
(1)

Standard
(2)

Triple
(3)

Pooled
(1)

Standard
(2)

Triple
(3)

Pooled
Middle p2 bin –0.097 0.117** 0.123** –0.077 0.097** 0.104***

(0.147) (0.054) (0.054) (0.101) (0.038) (0.038)
High p2 bin 0.115 0.147** 0.154** 0.168 0.069 0.072

(0.185) (0.074) (0.074) (0.152) (0.053) (0.053)
Std. Tax cons. 0.266* 0.156

(0.140) (0.098)
Triple tax cons. 0.402*** 0.395***

(0.054) (0.054)
Individual fixed effects No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 40651 39378 58478 40651 39378 58478

Notes: All specifications condition on p2 ≥ 1. All specifications include order-effect dummies. Cluster-robust
standard errors (by subject) in parentheses. Two-step GMM estimator in columns (3) and (6). Significance * 0.1
** 0.05 *** 0.01



Incorrect tax beliefs not a major source of error

Figure: Perceived vs. actual tax rates
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Notes: This figure divides actual tax rates into 25 quantiles, and plots the average belief against
the average tax rate for each quantile

• 73% know tax rate within 0.5 percentage points



How big are individual differences?

Quick theory review:
• Efficiency costs at (p, τ) is ∝ E [θ|p, τ ]2 + Var [θ|p, τ ]
• Question: How important is the variance compared to the mean?

Main quantity of interest: Ep1,τ [Var [θ|p1, τ ]]

• Some differences between subjects may be due to differences in the tax
rates or prices at which they buy

• Question: How big is variation after controlling for tax-rates and prices?



Approach

Problems for direct estimation:
1. Second-moment estimation is potentially biased by people anchoring on

round-numbers

2. Taxes are small in magnitude⇒ individual-level estimates are very noisy
⇒ hard to do variance-decompositions

Instead, combine “self-classifying” survey responses with actual behavior to
establish a non-parametric lower bound
• No assumptions about truth-telling or metacognition required

• Builds on Hendren (2013), Handel and Kolstad (2015)



Survey instrument: The self-sorting survey question

For standard and triple tax arms: “Think back to part 1 of the study, where
there was a tax on any item you might purchase. If there was no tax, would
you be willing to buy at higher tag prices in part 1?”

• “Yes” (R = H)
• “Maybe a little” (R = M)
• “No” (R = L)

Standard Triple
“Yes” 0.06 0.11
“Maybe a little” 0.56 0.56
“No” 0.38 0.32

Ranksum z = 3.80, p < 0.001



Self-sorting question highly predictive of behavior

Assumption: Survey responses not correlated with measurement error

⇒ E [θ|R] can be consistently estimated

Table: Estimates of average θ by survey response

(1)
Standard

(2)
Triple

“Yes” average θ 1.103*** 0.936***
(0.277) (0.103)

“A little” average θ 0.436*** 0.622***
(0.110) (0.048)

“No” average θ –0.172 0.047
(0.139) (0.056)

Observations 40651 39378

Notes: All specifications condition on p2 ≥ 1. All specifications include order-effect dummies.
Cluster-robust standard errors (by subject) in parentheses. Significance * 0.1 ** 0.05 *** 0.01



Intuition for variance lower-bound

Consider distribution in which each person is assigned a value of θ̂ equal to...
• E [θ|“Yes"] if responds “Yes"
• E [θ|“A little"] if responds “A little"
• E [θ|“No"] if responds “No"

Simple statistical fact: Var [θ] ≥ Var [θ̂]
• Intuition: Var [θ] = Var [θ̂]+ variance within bins

Extra challenge: Want Ep1,τ [Var [θ|p1, τ ]], not Var [θ]
• Similar idea + math trick to take out variation coming from differences in

tax rates (and prices)



Lower-bound estimates of variance



Recap of paper

Theory shows that understanding variability of bias is crucial for evaluating the
efficiency of policy instruments

1. How does the bias vary across consumers?
– Increase efficiency cost estimates by >200% for standard US taxes
– Increase efficiency cost estimates by >40% for large (3x) taxes

2. How does the bias vary across incentives?
– Tripling taxes doubles attentiveness to taxes

- Taxes distort behavior through an additional debiasing channel
- Shown in paper: Inferred cost of tripling taxes would be only 1/4 as high as the

the actual cost if endogeneity is not taken into account

– Consumers less attentive to taxes on low-priced items

Basic lessons about the importance of heterogeneity apply more broadly
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What about redistributive concerns?
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Basic insight: Homogeneous failure to attend to taxes allows for additional
revenue generation due to lack of behavioral distortion.

First reaction: Great! We love non-distortionary tax revenue...

Second reaction: ...as long as it comes from the right people.
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Empirical Exercise

Conceptually similar to CLK alcohol tax study, but applied to cigarettes.
• Excise taxes include in posted price.
• Sales tax included at register

Data: Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)

Basic test: estimate theta by income group.
• If the poor ignore taxes, this tax could be quite regressive.





Takeaways

At least for cigarette taxes in the U.S., it appears that low-income consumers
are more attentive.

On average, regressivity is reduced by implementing tax through this less
salient instrument.

Quantiatively, a fully attentive pack-a-day low-income smoker about $77 per
year better off.



Summary

These are just a few examples. Some more important salience results include:
1. Importance of budget adjustment rules: Reck (2016).
2. Optimal tax salience: Goldin (2015).
3. Tax salience in airline tickets: Bradley and Feldman (2019).
4. ...and many more.

Increasingly we’re getting a grip on the role of salience as a policy instrument.

More broadly, the advancement of these papers has been a tremendous
exemplar of building up comprehensive “behavioral sufficient statistic”
approaches.



Basic idea behind sufficient statistics

Source: Chetty (2009)



Important frontier for behavioral economics

Major hurdle for behavioral economists: do our models “matter?”

Big difficulty: our models were designed for the lab.
• Identifying parameters in the lab is easy.
• Identifying parameters in the field is hard.
• One writes a model differently with different constraints.

Possible conclusion: these models are worthless!

More promising possibility: the key policy-relevant model components are
often identifiable even if model primitives are not.
• “Often” is not yet proven, although “sometimes” certainly is.
• I feel strongly this is the most productive way forward for putting

behavioral econ to work.
• Will discuss some applications in tax compliance contexts on Friday.
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